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Abstract 

The modern labour economy is fraught with challenges, such as economic inequality, job insecurity, digital 

intensification and shifting labour market composition along the lines of skills, employer consolidation, and the 

profile of the average employee. Ownership has emerged as a powerful, growing, and increasingly accessible 

solution to these challenges, as it enables workers to reap the full material benefits of their labour and generate 

wealth and security in a digital-first world. However, despite a positive perception towards ownership, few 

workers participate in ownership models, such as co-operatives and entrepreneurship. This research 

investigates barriers to ownership optimizing behaviours among workers, the costs, risks, and benefits of 

transitioning to ownership, and the differences between employees and independent workers. The hypothesis is 

that experimenting with interoperable digital ownership tools can lead to disruptive worker-centred 

innovations that increase worker stake, such as capital ownership, capital income, and voice in decision-

making. This research employs strategic foresight and design research methodologies to provide a structured 

approach to understanding complex systems and framing future scenarios and experimentation. Ultimately, this 

research aims to decrease precarity and increase agency for workers by laying the groundwork for practical 

innovations that enable ownership-driven security. 
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“The goal is for most workers to have a stake in the places where they work, an 

opportunity to share profits, and to have a voice in their workplace.”  

– Marjorie Kelly (Expert Interview, 2023) 

 

 

“We believe the next generation of the internet will transform users into owners.”  

- Variant Fund (Variant, 2022) 
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Introduction  

As trust in employers and institutions declines, economic and job loss anxiety rises, real wages continue to 

stagnate amid inflationary pressures, and workers face growing market and technology-driven challenges 

(Edelman Trust Barometer, 2022; Kruse, 2022), the most common labour relation in modern mixed economies 

remains the "work for hire" employment model (I. Government of Canada, 2021; S. C. Government of Canada, 

2022; Hansen, 2021). Despite the rapidly changing context and declining outcomes, worker behaviour remains 

unchanged. 

Ownership is a powerful avenue for solving many of the challenges workers are facing in the modern labour 

economy including supplementing wages, because “ownership shares increase in value over time, generating 

wealth and security” (Fifty by Fifty, n.d.). Workers' ability to sway their work environments to serve their 

interests and “reap the full material benefits of their labour” as key stakeholders in enterprise value creation, is 

contingent on an ownership stake (Chen & Chen, 2021). 

The intersection of ownership and work is the genesis of well-known concepts like co-operatives and 

entrepreneurship. While these ideas are well explored, widely understood, and generally perceived positively, 

few workers really understand how they work and only a minority participate (NCEO, 2021; O’Brien, 2018; 

Thorpe, 2019). For instance: 

• Less than 10 percent of workers are entrepreneurs who employ others  (I. Government of Canada, 

2021; S. C. Government of Canada, 2022; Hansen, 2021) 

• Employment in and revenue generated by co-ops, already a relatively small segment of the overall 

labour market, is declining  (Duguid & Karaphillis, n.d.; Government Of Canada, 2023; Stuven, 2022; 

United States Federation of Worker Cooperatives, 2022) 

• “Only 24 percent of workers have ever exercised their stock options or sold shares they received 

through equity compensation” (O’Brien, 2018) 

Despite a general awareness of and positive sentiment toward the significant opportunity ownership represents, 

there has not been a significant shift in worker behaviour to optimize for ownership. In addition, a study by 

Rutgers’ Institute for the Study of Employee Ownership and Profit Sharing, revealed that capital income as a 

percent of wages and salary for middle-class workers dropped by 53% from 1979-2018 signalling that not only 

are capital assets consolidated, but capital income is also even more so (capital assets and capital incomes are the 

two key components of capital ownership) (Kruse, 2022). This capital concentration suggests that while 

ownership is a strong candidate for solving worker challenges, it is not an explicit strategy with clear tactics for 

a critical mass of employees.   

At the same time, "ownership is becoming a keystone of new experiences across all categories of software 

products" (Variant, 2022). New digital ownership opportunities with the capacity to transform users into 

owners vis-a-vis powerful and increasingly accessible technological and financial tools (McCormick, 2021) 

continue to emerge thanks to the blockchain-powered ‘Internet of Ownership.’ Furthermore, the value created 

by attention, time, economic gains, and culture are shifting to digital-first models and behaviours (Wang, 2017; 

Lomas, 2023; Moody, 2021), signalling that ownership is likely to become digital-first too. The interoperable, 
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low-barrier nature of these tools signals a world where ownership becomes digitally integrated, and more easily 

actionable in the near term.  

However, awareness and positive perception are not enough to drive behavioural shifts. Regardless of their 

power and promise, emerging ownership technologies are likely to face the same challenges of consolidation, 

low participation, and limited behavioural shifts around optimizing for ownership among workers. How might 

we shift that? 

Research Questions & Hypothesis 

This research aims to understand the barriers to ownership optimizing behaviours among workers. For 

instance, why individuals may or may not feel capable of driving ownership outcomes, what external 

contextual factors may make executing this behaviour difficult, and whether the benefits of ownership are clear 

and actionable (The Decision Lab, n.d.). To build this understanding, the following lines of inquiry will be 

investigated: 

• What approaches would encourage workers to adopt more ownership-optimizing behaviours? 

• What supports might help workers experiment with ownership successfully? 

• What are the costs, risks, and benefits of a transition to ownership? 

• How do the answers to these questions differ for employees and independent workers? 

The answers to these questions will inform the central inquiry of this research: how might workers use 

composable online tools to enable ownership-driven change? 

The hypothesis of this research is that worker-led experimentation with interoperable digital ownership tools 

can lead to worker-centred innovations that increase worker stake (e.g., capital ownership, capital income, and 

voice in key decisions) within the enterprises and communities for which they generate value. The goal of this 

research is to lay the groundwork for practical innovations that disrupt dominant labour economy cycles by 

enabling adaptive behaviours and framing opportunities for ownership-driven security. Ultimately, this 

research aims to contribute to decreased precarity and increased agency for workers (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1 Causal loop diagram of the research hypothesis 

 

Methods 

To support tactical experimentation, this research utilizes the DVF framework developed by IDEO, a human-

centred design thinking and prioritization approach (Gibbons, 2021). DVF stands for desirable, feasible, and 

viable, reflecting the key criteria for a successful solution (McGaw & Paradis, 2007). By using the DVF 

framework as a guide for filtering and prioritizing potential solutions, workers can experiment with new 

models for an increased stake in the value they produce, and the technology configurations needed to 

implement them.  

 

Data Elicitation Methods 

To synthesize data for this research, both primary and secondary methods are utilized, including an ecosystem 

scan, solution scan, surveys, participant co-creation, and expert working sessions (see Figure 2 for detailed 

research flow). 
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Secondary Research Methods 

The ecosystem scan examines social, technological, and economic factors affecting workers and the labour 

market more broadly to understand signals and trends impacting both workers and the future of work. The 

solution scan complements this by targeting in-play solutions that address key challenges and opportunities 

identified in the ecosystem scan. The broad solution scan is supported by the DVF framework which functions 

as a prioritization criterion to down-select solutions with the highest odds of success to inspire and guide future 

worker-led experimentation.  

Primary Research Methods 

Design research sessions with participants are used to generate key contextual criteria for inclusion in the DVF 

framework as seen in Figure 12. A participant co-creation session is used to generate desirability inputs and 

unearths key assumptions. Worker surveys are used to analyze paradigm shifts catalyzed by exposure to future 

of work scenarios presented in the co-creation session. Expert working sessions/interviews are used to generate 

viability and feasibility inputs. 
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Figure 2 Research Map - Overview of methods and outputs 

 

 

Contributions 

This work uses the above frameworks and methods to fulfill research needs in the ownership, labour, and 

emerging technology space as identified within the works of leading thinkers in this domain:  

1. A need for workers to understand the opportunity of ownership (Marjorie Kelly, Email Interview, 

April 4, 2021) 
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2. A need to advance nascent playbooks and best practices on ownership distribution and education 

geared toward developers and users (Variant, 2022) 

3. A need for the identification of innovations and business models made possible by new ownership 

structures (Schneider, 2018) 

4. A need for cooperative and democratic forms of organizing in the economic sphere to "erode the 

foundations of our current economic system and usher in a new one" (Chen & Chen, 2021) 

5. A need to directly address the concentration of capital ownership and capital income to enable broad-

based capitalism through partial ownership models (Talks at Google: Joseph Blasi, 2014) 

6. A need for compelling visions of change, information about the change, and involvement  in the 

change for successful change management in the workplace (Galbraith, 2018) 

Workers must understand the opportunity of ownership, how to act toward it (playbooks, best practices, 

knowledge, and information) and the most viable models for doing so (both business models and organizing 

structures and principles). This research contributes pieces of the puzzle by addressing each of these calls for 

research in the following ways: 

▪ Contributes a net-new ‘future of work’ concept at the intersection of emerging technologies, labour 

markets, ownership, and innovation to help workers understand the ownership opportunity and shift 

paradigms around available options and imaginable approaches to work  

 

▪ Contributes practices, principles, and tools to advance an ownership playbook geared toward enabling 

workers to increase their ability to align and optimize actions/behaviours with/for ownership outcomes 

and supporting successful experimentation  

 

▪ Contributes a map of the transition to the future of work to support a shift away from the current 

operating system toward a future of worker ownership  

In addition to taking up these calls to action from leaders in the space, this work uniquely optimizes for bottom-

up approaches to ownership by prioritizing permissionless (low-no gatekeeper involvement), and realistic 

(constraint-informed) stake-based solutions with moderate to high potential impact for ownership 

advancement and attendant benefits of freedom and autonomy. To this end, the work differentiates between 

bottom-up and top-down incentives and disincentives and anchors to a bottom-up framing throughout. This 

paper is designed in service of digitally-oriented workers facing the challenges identified by this work and 

looking for pathways toward change in addition to a secondary audience of foresight and innovation 

practitioners looking to frame broad-based, stake-enabling experimentation from a worker perspective.  

 

Limitations & Scope 

The secondary and expert data analyzed for this research is derived from Northern American sources (Canada 

and the United States). Primary research conducted with workers in the survey and co-creation session took 

place with young (under 35) Canadian workers in Greater Toronto only. While findings may be applicable to 

other jurisdictions, the research does not provide a comprehensive analysis of other regional data sources. The 

research is also limited by the small scope of the data set: 6 experts were interviewed from across Canada and 

the US, 10 survey respondents, and 7 workshop participants were included across the research.  
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The research does not conduct an analysis of all forms of ownership and takes a decidedly worker-centred 

approach to the research. As such, the findings may be less relevant for employers, and general audiences or 

those interested in an exhaustive list of ownership beyond those applicable to workers.  

This research is also limited by the availability and quality of data on key themes (ownership, labour, 

innovation, and emerging technologies). Given the dynamism and ever-shifting nature of these thematic areas, 

some information may be incomplete or outdated despite every effort being made to bring the most applicable 

and reliable information forward. 
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Context & Opportunity  

The current labour market presents a variety of challenges for workers that threaten their economic and social 

well-being. This research will explore these challenges and suggest high-leverage areas of opportunity to 

generate change/impact through ownership-driven innovation. This section of the report will frame barriers 

and challenges that prevent workers from becoming shareholders in the value their labour creates. It will 

introduce critical challenge themes, demonstrate how ownership can drive change to shift outcomes in the face 

of these challenges, build the case that digital ownership is the most interesting possibility space for 

experimentation, frame a compelling case for change and vision for the future of work, and demonstrate how 

worker-led innovation is the opportunity to realize this change to help workers reap the material benefits of 

their work and become key stakeholders in the value their labour creates.  

 

Worker Challenges in the Current Labour Market 

This research has identified a range of critical challenges facing workers that can be categorized into four key 

themes: rising inequality, growing insecurity, shifting composition, and digital intensification. 

Theme 1: Rising Inequality  

The first theme is rising inequality, which refers to the growing gap between the wealthy and the rest of the 

population. This theme is evidenced by the following trends: 

• Inadequate Safety Net - Social assistance programs in all provinces have benefit rates that are lower 

than the poverty line, low asset limits, and high claw back rates on earned income. These programs 

prioritize labour force participation at the expense of recipients' health and do not alleviate poverty 

when combined with work requirement sanctions (Aaron, 2020; Hillel, 2020) 

 

• Rising Cost of Living - In 2022, Canada experienced the largest increase in Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

since 1982, with prices rising in all major components, particularly transportation, food, and shelter. 

This has made it difficult for almost half of people aged 35 to 44 years to meet their financial needs, and 

26 percent of Canadians said they would not be able to cover an unexpected expense of $500. Interest 

rates have risen in response to inflation, and personal debt levels in the US have reached record highs. 

Prices are expected to continue rising faster than wages  

 

• Growing Wealth Gap - The income gap in America has been increasing for over three decades, with 

the top 1 percent making 84 times as much as the bottom 20 percent. CEO pay is increasing while 

wages remain stagnant, particularly for racialized workers. The Forbes’ 400 richest people have more 

wealth than the poorest 50 percent of Americans combined, highlighting wealth inequality (Corbyn, 

2023; Government of Canada, 2023) 
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• Negative Wage Growth - Preliminary data for the first half of 2022 shows a global fall in real monthly 

wages, estimated at -0.9 percent globally and -1.4 percent excluding China. The erosion of real wages 

compounds significant wage losses incurred by workers during the COVID-19 crisis. Average wages 

globally increased by 1.5 percent in 2020 and 1.8 percent in 2021, largely due to job losses among low-

paid wage employees (International Labour Organization, 2022) 

These trends have resulted in economic insecurity for many workers and made it difficult for them to meet 

their basic financial needs. Economic inequality has far-reaching implications; it can discourage skills 

accumulation and social mobility while increasing uncertainty, vulnerability, and insecurity, even decreasing 

institutional trust and triggering conflicts and violence (United Nations, n.d.).  

 

Theme 2: Growing Insecurity  

The second theme is growing insecurity, which refers to a scarcity of stable, well-paying jobs. This tends to 

leave workers with unpredictable schedules and lower wages. While insecurity can be viewed as a symptom of 

economic inequality, it originates from distinct causal trends: 

• Increasing Informalization - Over the last 3 decades, employers have used temporary economic 

downturns to restructure work towards part-time and informal contracts, offloading costs onto 

outsourced heavily outsourced, just-in-time supply chains and contract workers. Even in economic 

recovery, involuntary part-time work remains at recessionary levels with part-time involuntarily work 

sitting 44.6 percent higher than it was in 2007 (Sareeta, 2020b) 

 

• Borderless Talent Sourcing - A Gartner survey found that 58 percent of organizations report having at 

least some technology talent working in a fully remote borderless arrangement, and this number has 

doubled in the past three years. The trend of borderless hiring is expected to continue to expand, with 

27 percent of leaders currently exploring hiring borderless tech employees  (Berg & Rani, 2018) 

This theme is creating structural shifts across the employment landscape and requires a rethinking of how 

workers access essential benefits of employment including security and health coverage (Sareeta, 2020b).  

 

Theme 3: Shifting Composition  

The third theme is shifting composition, which refers to the changing profile of employers and employees as 

evidenced by the following trends: 

• Declining SMB (small and medium-sized business) Outlook – Small and medium-sized businesses 

(SMBs), which make up 98.1 percent of all employer businesses in Canada, are experiencing a decline 

in outlook, leading to fewer total employers and job losses (I. Government of Canada, 2021) 

 

• Older on Average Population - A larger proportion of the population aging and deferring retirement is 

increasing care-based expenses like child care (e.g., grandparents are unavailable to care for the 

children of working-age adults as they are still working themselves), and reducing the number of job 

vacancies (Hamilton, 2022; van’t Noordende, 2023) 
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The profile of employers and employees is shifting within this new playing field. As a result, job 

competitiveness is likely to increase while potential employment options consolidate, making it harder for job 

seekers to find work, and the burden of care no longer shouldered by older populations will increase the cost of 

care faced by family-aged workers. 

 

Theme 4: Digital Intensification  

The fourth theme is digital intensification, which refers to the acceleration of a digitally driven workforce and 

the resultant working environment created by them.  

• Widening Skills Gap – 69 percent of HR professionals believe their organization has a skills gap, and 

the percentage has increased from 55 percent in 2021. Both hard and soft skills are seen as having a 

short shelf life, amid digital acceleration posing a challenge for workers and enterprises to remain up to 

date (Stokes, 2023; van’t Noordende & Scarpetta, 2022) 

 

• Automation Expansion - AI tools are being used to automate tasks previously sold on freelance 

marketplaces such as Fiverr, including video, image, music, copywriting, and summarization. AI is also 

being used for larger-scale applications, such as Tesla's digital self-management for factory positions, 

which eliminates the need for managers to coach workers on quality assurance and other high-level 

activities (Brown, n.d.; Wang, 2022). Even if near-term rapid automation is unlikely, technological 

change will have other effects on workers, enabling employers to segment work into discrete, 

outsourceable parts (Sareeta, 2020a) 

 

• Surveillance Saturation - Automated surveillance helps companies maintain leaner workforces during 

downturns. Low--wage labour is often used to train production-process robotic systems, and slack is 

continually optimized out of the system reducing the capacity for workers to rest or recover (Sareeta, 

2020a) 

 

• Tech-Driven Rapid Change - The rate of technologically driven change is increasing. With 

advancements in technology and the development of new tools, automation and artificial intelligence 

are being implemented at larger scales and with grander use cases (Qureshi, 2020) 

 

The aggregate effect of technology in the workforce is typically one of intensified worker effort levels (working 

harder and faster), a decrease in the number of workers needed, and the emerging ‘forever on call’ scenario 

wherein workers have much less consistent and fewer hours while shouldering the burden of shifting consumer 

demand (Sareeta, 2020a). 

 

Ownership as an Antidote 

Ownership can be a key contributor to solving the challenges faced by workers in the current economic 

landscape. Economic power rests on a foundation of ownership.  The right to own, and control wealth lies in 

capital markets, the site where gains are extracted. The dominant model of today is the corporation which 

centralizes economic power and prosperity and provides outsized rewards to the already successful. Sharing 
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ownership widely can decentralize this model and lead to a more equitable work environment in addition to 

providing important benefits to existing organizations and employers. 

An ownership stake in the enterprise for workers would enable them to have a real say in the governance of 

their workplace and enable them to reap the full benefits of their labour in both the long and short-term 

(Sareeta, 2020b). By distributing ownership more widely, projects and enterprises can “give those who work for 

a living a more equitable work environment and a greater voice” (Chen & Chen, 2021). Ownership can lead to 

aligned incentives, higher productivity, growth, long-term enterprise survival, higher wages, higher net worth, 

and lower rates of job precarity during downturns for workers (Dudley & Rouen, 2021). For organizations, 

employee ownership has been proven to lead to outperformance on centrally owned companies in the areas of 

job retention, pay, benefits, and workplace health safety (The Employee Ownership Foundation, 2020). 

Ownership must become an explicit economic strategy for workers to slow a vicious cycle of compounding 

precarity accelerated by technology (McCormick, 2022).  

To achieve ownership, workers must be able to evaluate whether they are owners or not within a given 

arrangement. There are four “classical” rights associated with ownership: the right to possess; the right to use 

and enjoy as one pleases; the right to dispose of; and the right to get value from whatever is owned (Jurcys, 

2021). This research builds on ‘the right to derive value,’ using 4 key factors to evaluate whether a return given 

to a worker in exchange for their labour or value created by them Is in fact ownership:  

• Transferability: the ability to gain, transfer, and lose ownership, or to sell to liquefy assets 

 

• Inclusion in Governance: the ability to determine the direction of the enterprise or project either 

autocratically or democratically 

 

• Economic benefits: a direct or indirect share in the profits and value generated by an enterprise or 

labour product 

 

• Legal recognition:  legislative power over the property (Wikipedia, n.d.) 

 

Ownership entails both benefits and risks. Risks include liabilities incurred including debts, maintenance and 

upkeep, and theft of damage. Assets may also depreciate, become obsolete, or fail to return their speculative 

value. Precisely because ownership does not typically provide fixed returns, returns can be variable in both 

positive and negative ways. While asset ownership is a leading indicator of wealth and economic security there 

are no guarantees (Adkins & Konings, 2019). At the same time, capital ownership is becoming increasingly 

centralized as inequality continues to grow supporting the theory that returns to capital are exponentially 

outpacing returns to labour, a position supported by many thinkers in the ownership space and highlighting the 

importance of an ownership strategy for workers to counteract its increasing centralization as described by 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Li Jin Twitter thread on capital ownership (Li Jin [@ljin18], 2021 

 

Emerging Technology as a Compounding Force 

Rather than decentralizing ownership among value-creating participants, the growth of technology has fueled 

centralized ownership by corporations.  Corporate investment in technology reached an unprecedented rate 

during Covid-19, increasing by $15 Billion per week (Boesler, 2022, Gartner, 2021). While investment strategies 

have shifted from buying tech to building and composing technology, this trend is expected to continue with a 

5.5 percent increase expected in 2023 despite economic turbulence (Gartner, 2023). This investment correlates 

with record-breaking profits driven by productivity, automation, and other software-driven transformation 

initiatives (Evers-Hillstrom, 2023; Gartner, 2023).  

Unfortunately, automating and scaling structures optimized for inequality is likely to intensify existing 

challenges faced by workers rather than improve outcomes. Traditional employment structures have weakened, 

and new norms set by gig work companies are failing to protect workers. Furthermore, the focus by unions and 

governments on raises in fixed wages and benefits as a primary strategy prevents workers from keeping pace 

with an evolving market. As technologies enable enterprises to do more with less, employers drive toward 

leaner, more efficient workforces while positioning headcount reductions and the intensification of working 

conditions as being in workers’ interests. In a recent press release from Facebook, it was stated that “people will 

be more productive, and their work will be more fun and fulfilling” (Heath, 2023). This trend poses a threat to 

workers as the vision of an optimally efficient future with few or no employees takes hold of corporate 

imaginations. 

However, as the next generation of the internet transforms users into owners and powerful technological and 

financial tools become increasingly accessible (McCormick, 2021) workers may finally have the potential to 

reverse these unfavourable trends. There is now an emerging opportunity to use technology to compound 

decentralized ownership. The leading possibility space for experimentation with this has been termed the 

‘ownership economy.’ 

The ownership economy is a new paradigm that seeks to enable secure and decentralized ownership of digital 

assets through blockchain, smart contracts, and digital signatures (Singh, 2023; Variant, 2022). This rapidly 
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growing model posits to redistribute wealth and create positive social change through participatory earning 

models. With the advent of blockchain technology, tools like Metamask (the leading self-custodial wallet), 

Ethereum (a decentralized open-source blockchain), and Smart Contracts (automatically executed blockchain 

contracts) have become more accessible, enabling people to transact, invest, create, build, play, learn, 

communicate, and socialize using digital tools  (Variant, 2022) (see Figure 4 for a sense of the present day scale 

of these ownership economy tools).  

 

Figure 4 Leading Ownership Economy technologies, illustrating the scale of the opportunity space (Variant, 2022). 

The Ownership Economy presents an opportunity to create positive social change by decentralizing ownership 

and distributing wealth to users. By unlocking new potentialities for ownership, censorship resistance, ways of 

organizing, online identity, and payments, it provides an avenue for workers to generate wealth on their own 

terms with a decreasing amount of technical skill  (ethereum.org, 2023, McCormick, 2021). “This marks a 

fundamental shift in who can innovate and create value from technology,” which enables meaningful bottom-

up innovation (Kelly et al., 2021).  

The Ownership Economy offers affords the following key value propositions: jumpstarting growth through user 

ownership, richer ecosystems of projects and contributors through user ownership, boosting user loyalty with 

new token distribution designs, and enabling earlier-stage ownership for participants in value creation (Variant, 

2022). It creates an experimentation space without intermediaries for creating new organizations, projects, and 

enterprises by embracing the following principles: 

• Decentralization (instead of large swathes of the internet controlled and owned by centralized entities, 

ownership gets distributed amongst its builders and users)  

 

• Permissionless-ness (everyone has equal access to participate in Web3, and no one gets excluded)  
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• Native payments (it uses cryptocurrency for spending and sending money online instead of relying on 

the outdated infrastructure of banks and payment processors) 

 

• Trustless-ness (it operates using incentives and economic mechanisms instead of relying on trusted 

third parties) 

(ethereum.org, 2023). 

This trend of disruptive, tech-driven ownership is set to continue, with experts predicting the emergence of 

multiple trillion-dollar publicly traded entities run by just one founder within the next two decades (see Figure 

5) (McCormick, 2021). This points to the scale and scope of opportunities for workers in an emerging labour 

market. 

 

 

Figure 5 Tweet from @howardlindzon showing the time to reach a $1 trillion market cap, demonstrating the declining 

number of employees required to realize massive value and returns and to do so faster than their larger counterparts 

(McCormick, 2021) 

 

As our world continues to move towards digital-first models and behaviours, there is an urgent need to 

experiment with ownership-based technologies early on (Wang, 2017; Lomas, 2023; Moody, 2021). This 

imperative is especially pressing given the compounding advantage of centralized ownership and early adoption 

of technology (Doyle, 2020). This research seeks to prove that the combination of technology and ownership 

can improve outcomes for everyday workers. With fewer resources than ever before, workers may be able to 

successfully challenge established ways of working by testing and prototyping new models for work to deliver 

enhanced experiences, and more profitable labour relations, beyond fixed wages and benefits (Christensen et 
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al., 2015, McCormick, 2021). By embracing new technologies and experimenting with ownership-based models, 

workers increase their likelihood of playing a shaping role in the future of work and seizing the opportunities 

that lie ahead. 

 

Reimagining the Future of Work 

 

If workers desire "better" futures, they need to create transformative structures that make those futures possible 

(Chen & Chen, 2021). The future of work imaginary articulated in this research provides a plausible, normative 

value orientation to help orient deliberation around work-related decision-making (Bazzani, 2023) and inspire 

an alternative, hopeful vision of the future. Work for Stake (WfS) is a concept that sits under a broad umbrella 

of future of work imaginaries by presenting a vision or mental model of one of many possible, "better" futures 

for workers, helping them to take the necessary action to move toward a desirable outcome.  

This future where work is primarily driven by ownership and where value creators derive voice and economic 

benefit from their labour is an ‘imaginary.’ It is a vision of a future that we can strive towards, but it does not 

yet exist in the present reality. “Social imaginaries are systems of practices, orientations, and ideas that make 

group activities coherent;” They often contain rules and expectations, goals, and methods to achieve them 

(Shaw & Cardoso, 2022). Imaginaries can serve multiple functions, including helping individuals cope with an 

uncertain or plausibly negative future by defining alternative actions (Bazzani, 2023).  

The intention of positioning WfS as an imaginary is to generate discussion and explore possibilities that lead to 

ownership outcomes for workers rather than a set of possible outcomes or a range of possible futures generated 

by drivers. This multiple, driver-based envisioning of futures are typically referred to as scenarios. There are 

multiple WfS scenarios but WfS is an outcome-focused imaginary rather than a scenario itself. 

To build a plausible, desirable future of work imaginary, this research uses the levers for change and HMW 

questions framed in Table 2 as a starting place, building an understanding of existing solutions being used to 

answer these questions and push these levers in the right direction in order to drive positive change in the 

present with the goal of realizing a WfS future for workers at the intersection of ownership and emergent 

enabling technologies (see Error! Reference source not found. for the full solution scan).  

WfS is built on the following key components derived from market trends: 

• Data-enabled micro-financialization - Digitalization renders granular actions into data points. Web3 

protocols allow data to be packaged into tradeable instruments while preserving access rights. Workers 

may find scalable income generators and access to reliable work through such tools. Such work could 

increase agency and control while also generating valuable future skills in digital asset creation and 

monetization (Antaraxia, 2022) 

 

• Low-barrier composable tools and platforms – Open-source tools are the foundation of composability, 

the ability to mix and match software components. Workers can create scalable income generators and 

whole businesses that previously would have required many experts, simply, quickly, and with a staff 

of one, even with low or no code (Dixon, 2021; Xie, 2021) 
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• Self-organizing peer-to-peer & ecosystem connector – Enhancing competitive value and security can 

be achieved through self-organization toward the end of sharing. Coevolving capabilities around a 

shared set of technologies, knowledge, or skills, and working cooperatively and competitively can 

enable the development of new innovations and enterprises. Connecting nodes without the need for a 

central authority or governing bodies mitigates outsourcing risks (Anderson & Rainie, 2022; Forbes 

Expert Panel, 2021b; Schneider, 2018; Taddeo, 2016) 

 

• Personal value awareness & amplification - Reflection and self-awareness are essential to building a 

clear value proposition that makes workers relevant to the projects and goals that others seek to realize. 

This principle generates security through positive perception and virtuous cycles of value creation that 

act as an attractor for opportunity (Edwards, 2020; Glassdoor Team, 2021; Quast, 2016; Staats, 2021) 

 

• Continuous learning processes and environments - Intensifying skill requirements and rapid 

technological change require the implementation of continuous learning processes and environments 

essential to self-generating opportunities and informing adaptive strategies with the additional benefit 

of generating expertise (Forbes Expert Panel, 2021; Gallo, 2012; Zaaijer, 2020) 

 

• Diversification - Compensating for negative wage growth and growing financial precarity necessitates a 

portfolio approach to employment (Coursera, 2023; Keenan, 2022; Matthews, 2021; Side Hustle Stack, 

n.d.) 
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Figure 6 Work for Stake Concept and 6 Key Components 

 

The combination of these components can generate many possible worlds and future scenarios that fit within 

the broader WfS concept. This research has generated one example as a starting point for further 

contemplation:  

In a future where ownership is integrated throughout all levels of society, workers are implementing the 6 

components of WfS in various ways to increase their governance and an economic stake through their work. 

The principle of data-enabled micro-financialization allows workers to access reliable work and create valuable 
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digital assets through web3 protocols, while low-barrier composable tools and platforms enable workers to 

create scalable income generators and whole businesses with ease. Self-organizing peer-to-peer networks and 

ecosystem connectors enhance competitiveness and security, and personal value awareness and amplification 

generate positive perceptions and virtuous cycles of value creation. Continuous learning processes and 

environments help workers adapt to rapid technological change and intensifying skill requirements, and 

diversification through a portfolio approach to employment mitigates financial precarity. 

In this world, workers have complete ownership of their crypto usernames and virtual wallets, and they use 

their crypto phones to manage their keys to currency, passwords, services, and life. They are their own agents 

of proof, belonging, and authorship, and they build their own networks and identities. Workers use their access 

to information and resources to sort the signal from the noise and make informed decisions about what to bet 

big on. They build their own adventures and collaborate with others to achieve impossible goals with the click 

of a button. With the 6 principles guiding their work, workers are empowered to govern their own economic 

futures and build a post-corporate, post-nation-state world. 

The WfS concept has some net new terminology that helps to frame central ideas including the WfS term itself, 

work for wage, returns on work, and the return on work continuum. See the glossary in Table 1 for definitions 

of key terminology.  

Table 1 Work For Stake glossary of key terminology 

Term Definition 

Work 

The performance of work or expenditure of effort, usually in exchange for economic returns. It includes tasks and 

activities performed by workers that produce tangible and intangible outcomes intended to provide value to a user, 

including goods, services, knowledge, and intellectual property. 

Work for Wage 

(WfW) 

An arrangement in which a worker exchanges time and labor for short-term linear income, including wages, salaries, and 

any length of contract. 

Work for Hire 

A work-for-wage arrangement in which the employer, not the employee, is considered the legal author and owner of all 

work prepared by the employee. 

Work for Stake 

(WfS) 

Work for Stake is an imaginary future of work concept, and an ownership-driven arrangement where a worker 

contributes value to a product in exchange for a stake, providing monetary or other benefits if it succeeds. It emphasizes 

economic benefit and voice for individual value-creators, made accessible by emerging technologies. 

Return on Work 

(RoW) Refers to the economic value received in exchange for work, including wages, salaries, and shares. 

Return on Work 

Continuum (RoWC) 

Refers to a spectrum of returns on work, ranging from linear returns like wages to full participatory or centralized 

ownership like a meaningful stake in a company or IP royalties. 

 

The concept of work for stake shares similarities with stakeholder capitalism, the ownership economy, and 

equity compensation, all of which relate to the distribution of ownership and/or economic benefits. However, 

WfS is unique in that it emphasizes the idea of contributing value to a product in exchange for a stake in it, 

which is not necessarily the case in the other three concepts. Additionally, WfS places a strong emphasis on the 
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importance of voice and economic benefit derived from labour, which may not always be prioritized in the 

other three concepts. 

The ownership economy emphasizes individual ownership and control, often facilitated by technology 

platforms, while stakeholder capitalism emphasizes the broader social impact of a company and equity 

compensation refers specifically to the use of stock or stock options as a form of employee compensation. 

Although each concept involves a degree of shared responsibility and mutual benefit between stakeholders, 

they differ in their priorities and accessibility. 

WfS combines the elements of ownership, economic benefit, and voice for individual value-creators, and is 

made possible by emerging technologies that reduce barriers to entry and promote interoperability. This 

ownership-driven future of work has the potential to be accessible to a broader range of people, regardless of 

their socioeconomic status or qualifications. 

Moving forward, this research will build upon this concept of WfS and explore strategies and tactics to support 

the development of experiments that can validate the research hypothesis. These worker-led innovation 

experiments will help to make this future of work imaginary real by building toward it in the present. 

 

Framing the Innovation Opportunity 

To integrate ownership-based models into their approach to work-related decision-making, workers might use 

innovation methodologies to test and learn and build an understanding of what new models, ideas, and tools 

might work in their context. A reliable process for real-world experimentation is necessary to determine which 

novel solution is worth pursuing and how it can be improved later (Utley & Klebahn, 2022). Experimentation is 

the core of innovation and innovators can use data from experiments to form new hypotheses, resulting in 

better products, faster operations, and increased value (Bixby, 2021). To this end, creating a volume of low-

fidelity ideas and testing them rapidly with real people is the most effective, proven approach (Utley & 

Klebahn, 2022). Innovation processes and methods can help workers narrow their options in pursuit of security 

by providing tools and information to move beyond the known and familiar status quo when it no longer 

suffices (Utley & Klebahn, 2022). 

This section aims to set the frame and establish the processes, vision, and criteria for successful worker-led 

experimentation using innovation methods. To do this, the worker-specific implications of the broader labour 

market challenges (rising inequality, growing insecurity, shifting composition, and digital intensification) are 

articulated and converted into questions that can act as a starting point for solution generation. The 

implications and questions are then grouped to identify areas where targeted innovation is most likely to create 

broad and impactful changes in the areas that support this inquiry. 

 

Challenge Implications for Workers 

To set the frame for innovation, it is important to build an understanding of how to convert the challenges 

facing workers today into opportunities for innovation within the constraints inherent in the four challenge 

themes outlined above (rising inequality, growing insecurity, shifting composition, and digital intensification). 

These challenges have implications for workers and manifest as constraints within which they find themselves 

and that might limit their ability to take certain actions.  
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The challenge themes have the following implications for workers: 

• Growing Financial Precarity - With the growing privatization of basic resources, the accessibility of 

these resources is reduced, which increases the vulnerability of workers. This can lead to involuntary 

relocation, delayed purchases, lifestyle changes, and increasing reliance on social support. 

Furthermore, the growing wealth gap exacerbates the already challenging financial conditions for 

workers, particularly racialized workers 

 

• Intensifying Skill Requirements - To stay competitive in the workforce, individuals and organizations 

must upskill faster, especially in hard and technical skills. Organizations are increasingly open to 

alternate credentials, like work experience and digital badges, which can offer new opportunities to 

create value if leveraged effectively. However, there is a risk for workers whose employers are not 

investing in their continued reskilling to fall further behind those who are being invested in 

 

• Negative Wage Growth - Wages are falling behind the cost of living, leaving workers in increasingly 

financially precarious scenarios. This can be particularly challenging for low-wage workers and social 

assistance recipients 

 

• Rapid Technological Change - While rapid automation may not be likely in the near term, 

technological change will have other effects on workers, enabling employers to segment work into 

discrete, outsourceable parts, which can create a 'forever on call' scenario for workers. Algorithmic 

management and logistics software may also intensify worker effort levels, decrease the number of 

workers needed, and create a precarious position for workers 

 

• Mental Health and Job Insecurity - Job insecurity can cause mental health issues and decreased 

motivation, which can be exacerbated by the uncertain state of employee wellness priorities. The 

normalization of layoffs as a business strategy and the use of fear as a primary management strategy 

creates a deeply precarious position for workers 

 

• Rising Barriers to Employment Access - Consolidation of companies may create monopolistic effects, 

making it challenging for individuals early in their careers and less specialized to enter the job market. 

Small businesses make up a significant portion of employers and job loss across these employers will 

lead to fewer total employers and job loss 

 

This framing provides a worker-centric interpretation of broader labour market shifts that helps to better 

understand where change is needed and what change or solutions might have the most impact. It also makes 

clearer the constraints within which solutions must be realized: 

• Time – More time must be spent on monetizable activities to keep pace with the rising cost of living. 

workers don’t have time to spare for care, leisure, learning, or other priorities. Given this, solutions 
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must deliver short-term wins and not take a large amount of time to implement 

 

• Capital – Lower wages and barriers to employment access mean workers don’t have money to spend on 

non-essentials or to invest in high-ticket, up-front expenses even those that may earn dividends. Given 

this, solutions should low-no cost to workers 

 

• Cognitive Overwhelm - Keeping up with rapid change, and complexity amidst increasing fear and 

precarity within the labour market suggests that workers are likely to be at a lower capacity to process 

new information and make sense of complexity. Given this, solutions must be simple, easy to explain, 

and compelling 

 

 

Thought Starters for Solution Generation 

Each of the above implications is articulated as a question to act as a thought starter for solution generation. The 

questions are posed using ‘how might we’ (HMW) as a starting point to help to generate “creative solutions 

while keeping teams focused on the right problems to solve” (Rosala, 2021). This is a common innovation 

approach used to frame the challenge and enable creative solutions.  

• How might we increase skill-based competitiveness for workers continuously? 

• How might we harness new technologies to increase worker value and agency? 

• How might we find/create reliable income-generating opportunities beyond wages? 

• How might we increase financial security for those earning wages/salaries? 

• How might we increase access to sustainable and meaningful work?  

• How might we increase job security and stability for workers? 

 

Levers for Change 

The thematic clusters created by removing overlap between the set of HMW questions generated some broad 

solution categories (see Table 2 for the mapping process overview). These represent levers for change, a term 

from Donella Meadows referring to places in a complex system where “a small shift in one thing can produce 

big changes in everything” (Ehrlichman, 2021; Meadows, 1999). This research has identified three such levers: 

access to decent and secure work, making a sustainable living, and enhancing worker value and 

competitiveness.  

Table 2 Generating Levers for Change: Challenge implications for workers > thought starters for solutions > levers for 

change 

Implications for Workers How Might We… (solution scan thought starters) Levers for Change 

Changing Requirements …increase skill-based competitiveness for workers 

continuously? 

Enhancing Worker Value & 

Competitiveness 
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Intensifying Expectations … harness new technologies to increase worker value 

and agency? 

Enhancing Worker Value & 

Competitiveness 

Job Insecurity … find/create reliable income generating opportunities 

beyond wages? 

Making a Sustainable Living 

Rising Precarity …increase financial security for those earning 

wages/salaries? 

Making a Sustainable Living 

Declining Wellbeing … increase access to sustainable and meaningful work? Access to Decent & Secure Work 

Eroding Rights …increase job security and stability for workers? Access to Decent & Secure Work 

 

Access to decent and secure work is about increasing job security and access to decent work, which will 

improve worker well-being. Making a sustainable living involves finding new pathways forward for wage and 

salary earners to increase their financial security and find reliable, scalable income generators. Enhancing 

worker value and competitiveness means workers must continuously increase skill-based competitiveness and 

harness new technologies to increase their value and agency, turning the tables on technology to make it work 

for them rather than decreasing their labour market share. These levers fall into the ‘system structure’ category 

of levers for change (see Figure 7 for the full set of lever types). Change through this lever happens as a result of 

new structures and behaviours, self-organization, and new system goals, rules, and agreements (Meadows, 

2019). However, when combined with the WfS concept, the mental model lever around mindset and paradigm 

shift also comes into play providing another means by which to generate a shift from the status quo. 
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Figure 7 Visualization of leverage points from Donella Meadows's similarly titled paper (Ehrlichman, 2021) 

If workers and their allies can shift these levers in the right direction, this research hypothesizes that they are 

likely to mitigate some of the negative implications of the labour market challenges outlined here and drive 

disruptive worker-led innovation. Disruptive innovation refers to creating novel but modest offerings and 

gradually gaining traction to challenge labour market norms at large (Christensen et al., 2015). 

 

A Portfolio-Based Approach to Working for Stake 

Disruptive worker-led innovation is not the only sort of innovation with value and relevance for workers. 

While it has the highest potential for reward it is also the highest risk sort of innovation due to its uncertainty 

and newness (see Figure 9 for detail on risk and innovation portfolio categories). This work uses the innovation 

ambition matrix (IAM) to help workers align their innovation ideation and experimentation to their risk profile 

or appetite. The IAM is a framework devised to consider the novelty of a company's offerings and customer 

markets as a matter of degree. The matrix consists of three levels of ambition overlaid on a grid. At the lower 

left, there are core innovation initiatives that focus on making incremental changes to existing products and 

entering new markets. These initiatives leverage the company's existing assets and capabilities. At the opposite 

corner, there are transformational initiatives that aim to create new offers or even entirely new businesses to 

serve new markets and customer needs. These initiatives require the company to tap into unfamiliar assets and 

capabilities. In the middle are adjacent innovations that leverage the company's existing capabilities and apply 
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them to new spaces or customer segments. These initiatives require fresh insights into customer needs, market 

trends, and technology (Nagji & Tuff, 2012). By using the Innovation Ambition Matrix, companies can better 

understand their innovation landscape, make informed decisions about resource allocation, and align their 

innovation strategy with their overall business goals. 

As a general heuristic, data has shown that leaders who "allocated about 70% of their innovation activity to core 

initiatives, 20% to adjacent ones, and 10% to transformational ones outperformed their peers," however returns 

follow the inverse ratio (see Figure 8 for details). Portfolio generation is addressed later in the paper, but the 

takeaway is that a diversified innovation portfolio, one which executes "at all three levels of ambition," is 

critical to long-term success  (Nagji & Tuff, 2012). 

 

Figure 8 Innovation Ambition Matrix overview, portfolio, and return heuristics (SlideSalad, n.d.) 
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Figure 9 Innovation Ambition Matrix risk horizons (SlideSalad, n.d.) 

 

This tool has been adapted for use by workers to help them de-risk the transition toward ownership and enable 

incremental portfolio-based shifts toward an alternative future of work, shown in Figure 10. The adapted 

matrix focuses both on the spectrum from fixed wage models to ownership models and returns on work, and 

the degree of use of ownership enabling emerging technologies. There are 4 innovation nodes as opposed to 3:   

• Status Quo - Fixed Wage, Work for Hire, use of established technologies  

 

• Incremental Innovation – No to low ownership, use of established technologies  

 

• Transitional Innovation - Partial or employee ownership, may or may not use emerging technologies 

 

• Disruptive innovation - Full or partial ownership, leveraging emerging technologies to enable digital 

ownership  

The matrix also frames the future horizon of work where the WfS concept fits in; at the intersection of 

ownership-driven arrangements where a worker contributes value to a product in exchange for a stake and is 

enabled by emerging interoperable and composable digital technologies and tools. 
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Figure 10 A WfS specific adaptation of the innovation ambition matrix showing degree of new models and degree of 

emerging technologies used to visualize the level of innovation and risk 
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Figure 11 The Work for Stake Continuum, a simplification of the Work for Stake Portfolio Matrix 

 

A simplified continuum version of the matrix has also been created for enhanced usability by non-innovation 

or strategy professionals.  The continuum version functions as a simplified discussion tool around innovation, 

labour relations, and ownership and is used in participatory session with workers to answer questions about 

desirability criteria and risk profiles.  
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Methods  

To support and enable successful worker-led experimentation and innovation, this research uses the DVF 

framework to structure the work and aggregate many data inputs in a manner that is clear, usable, and easy to 

understand. DVF stands for desirable from a human point of view [D], technological feasibility [F], and 

economic viability [V] (IDEO U, n.d.). The terms are defined as follows: 

• “Desirability: What makes sense to people and for people? 

• Feasibility: What is technically possible within the foreseeable future? 

• Viability: What is likely to become part of a sustainable business model?” 

(IDEO U, n.d.) 

The framework was developed by IDEO as a human-centred design and prioritization approach (Gibbons, 

2021). Each of the three components represents one of the key criteria for a successful solution (McGaw & 

Paradis, 2007). The framework is often used in design thinking and innovation processes that seek to transform 

the way products, services, processes, and organizations are developed by anchoring to human needs, and 

taking a generative approach to ideation followed by rapid prototyping, testing, and iteration (IDEO U, n.d.). By 

using the DVF framework as a guide for filtering and prioritizing potential solutions, workers can experiment 

with new models for an increased stake in the value they produce, and the technology configurations needed to 

implement them.  

In the context of this work, desirability is focused on what workers need to improve economic and social 

outcomes, feasibility anchors to the emerging digital technologies they might use to realize solutions, and 

viability is linked to the value chains and models that deliver ownership status to workers whether they are 

employees or independent agents. 
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Figure 12 DVF Framework as contextualized for this research 

Supporting data elicitation methodologies are used to gather the information required to complete this synthesis 

framework and enable the testing and refinement of the WfS imaginary, and to inform a playbook and map for 

transitioning toward such a future. The DVF criteria will act as guide rails for experimentation toward a WfS 

future (see Figure 12 for a visual representation of how these pieces fit together).  

The research process began with exploratory secondary research using ecosystem scanning and solution 

scanning methods to help define the problem and understand in-market solutions and ideas for solving it. This 

phase of work generated the context for the primary desirability research including the WfS concept and future 

of work scenario which were used as workshop stimulus. This solution scan also informed a toolbox of 

emerging technologies to inform primary feasibility research.  
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Figure 13 Visual of how the DVF criteria inform the playbook and provide the means for bringing about a WfS future 
 

The next step in the process was a descriptive and generative co-creation session with 7 young (under 35 years 

of age) workers in the Toronto area with an expressed interest in digital economies and the future of work. The 

purpose of this session was to understand what solutions are desirable from a user perspective, understand key 

needs and pain points, and generate a set of returns on work to be validated with experts to inform viability and 

generate an idealized archetype of a future worker to unearth assumptions about the future of work, barriers to 

action, and limits of imagination. While the saturation point for thematic, qualitative research tends to be 

around 12 participants, a sample of 6 is often considered sufficient for determining overarching themes. Given 

the descriptive, generative, and structured nature of this phase of research, high-level themes were considered 

adequate and appropriate for practical constraints (Rosala, 2021). As a next step, validating these findings with a 

broader and more diverse sample set would be recommended.  

Participants were selected through a recruitment survey and participated in a 3-hour session comprised of 

generative co-creation activities, and interactive surveys embedded in the contextualizing presentation 

interludes throughout the session. A post-session survey was distributed to capture lasting impressions and 

enable a comparative analysis with in-session paradigms to understand whether a meaningful paradigm shift 

took place because of exposure to and participation in creating new information and data around the future of 

work. The session generated three survey-based outputs from pre-session, in-session, and post-session 

instruments. Sets of user story cards, returns on work mapped to the WfS Continuum, and archetypes of the 

future were generated and used as inputs for the desirability component of the DVF as well as providing 

context for follow-on expert interviews and virtual working sessions. The returns on work were evaluated for 

ownership potential based on a set of key criteria and those with ownership generating potential were 

converted into value chains included in the expert working session Miro board.  
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Figure 14 Image of a participant filling out a Return on Work Card in the co-creation session 

Some of the secondary research including key articles and themes, as well as a summary of desirability findings 

were also included in the expert working session Miro board. The expert working session and interviews 

consisted of descriptive (interview components) and evaluative (working session components) elements. Over 

the course of the research, 6 experts were engaged to describe the context and evaluate ownership tools, value 

chains, and models. Experts included represented Rutgers School of Management and Labor Relations, 

University of Colorado Boulder Media Economies Lab, Democracy Collaborative, and Accenture, as well as 

experts in employee ownership and web3. These blended interviews and working sessions generated a set of 

validated and refined ownership value chains, a set of validated digital tools and recommendations for a worker 

technology stack for experimentation and recommended organizational models and both top-down and 

bottom-up incentives for driving ownership within and outside corporations. These outputs informed the 

viability and feasibility components of the framework. For the full process map of inputs and outputs see Figure 

15. 
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Figure 15 Detailed overview of the research methods, inputs, and outputs 
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Analysis & Findings 

The ecosystem and solution scan provided a map of challenges facing workers in today’s labour market and 

framed opportunities for innovation so as to guide ideation for workers. The challenges anchored to experiences 

of growing insecurity and rising inequality, within a workforce that is swiftly shifting in composition (a result 

of consolidated employers and rising retirement age) and intensifying its expectations of workers thanks to a 

rapidly increasing number of digital tools that enable granular quantification and optimization of worker 

activities. As a result, this research found that change depends on workers’ ability to enhance their own value 

and competitiveness amid these shifting conditions, locate new ways to make a sustainable living in a flat 

inflation-adjusted wage economy, and find decent and secure work in the short to mid-term as a stopgap for 

declining wellbeing and eroding labour protections.  

The greatest opportunities for enacting bottom-up change within these conditions were authored into a future 

of work imaginary termed work for stake; the concept includes starting points for action and uses a story-based 

framing as a mnemonic aide. WfS is an ownership-driven arrangement where a worker contributes value to a 

product in exchange for a stake, which provides monetary or other benefits if it succeeds. It emphasizes 

economic benefit and voice for individual value-creators, made accessible by emerging technologies. WfS is 

comprised of six components which enable it to deliver on its vision of the future and breakdown into 

technological, social, and organizational categories. Micro-financialization capabilities made possible by new 

web3 infrastructures and low-barrier composable tools and platforms enable workers to build with 

unprecedented power and scale and without the middleman or gatekeepers that plague many other work 

arrangements. Building peer-to-peer social structures within which one communicates and amplifies a clear 

value offering can help generate self-organizing teams and opportunities for workers that are less reliant on 

employer-owned contracts and enable greater flexibility. Finally, setting up organizing systems that enable 

security from both a skill and returns on work perspective is critical. This is best achieved from the perspective 

of this research by creating systems for continuous learning and taking a diversified portfolio-based approach to 

work. These principles scale with the emergent values and mandates of an increasingly digital, decentralized, 

and permissionless world.  

 

Worker Desirability 

The concept was tested with workers and analyzed to evaluate the concept’s potential for encouraging workers 

to adopt more ownership-optimizing behaviours. This was evaluated on two vectors informed by academic 

experiments in social, cognitive, and behavioural psychology: motivation and ease (Ferrier, 2014). Motivation is 

driven by individual incentives and social norms, whereas ease is driven by ability and opportunity.  Based on 

participant feedback the individual incentive was moderate to high. Workers had an 80% positive sentiment 

toward WfS versus a 0% positive sentiment toward working for a wage indicating a need for change.  
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Figure 16 Work for Stake first impression word cloud from participant co-creation session 
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Figure 17 Work for Hire association word cloud from participant co-creation session 

 

Workers' self-concept also did not map to their conception of an ideal worker in the near future indicating an 

incentive for change; if they make a shift to better position themselves for this plausible future, they are more 

likely to meet the needs and derive the benefits they articulated in the session as a result of being better 

prepared to offer value in a shifting ecosystem.  

To frame the findings in a way that illuminates pathways toward behaviour change for workers, a B=MAT 

(behaviour = motivation, ability, trigger) analysis framework was used. This tool synthesizes what might 

motivate a person to adopt a new behaviour, and how capable they are of doing the new behaviour. B=MAT 

supports the generation of executional ideas to address change challenges, and enable in-context persuasion, in 

this case toward outcomes more in the interests of workers themselves (Barker & Hollingworth, 2020). WfS as a 

concept and vision of the future was assessed as a trigger for behaviour shift as enabled by tools such as the 

playbook that might enhance ease of action. Ownership optimizing behaviours were assessed for ability and 

motivation using workshop inputs to evaluate the behavioural propensity (see Figure 18 for the analysis map). 

WfS was found to have a low-moderate relationship to social norms. As a net-new concept, it is unknown and 

unfamiliar and as such workers may be viewed as taking unnecessary risks or feel othered by their communities 

who may judge them for making an alternative decision. However, it is becoming increasingly normalized to 

take an alternative path to employment. This was indicated in worker responses to post-session surveys about 

why working for a wage is losing its fit with society. It is likely that social acceptance of such an idea should it 

be made clear, accessible, and explainable will continue to grow. Overall, the motivation for WfS is moderate 

with a high potential for growth.  
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Ease is the more challenging factor in creating behaviour change among workers. Through in-session survey 

responses, workers indicated that overall, they selected work for convenience and ease factors even though 

these models were out of alignment with their ideals or desires. There is a moderate to high opportunity given 

that the recommended tools are permissionless, open source, and low/no code, however, there is relatively low 

ability in the current state. Workers felt unclear on exactly how to operationalize and implement WfS, returns 

felt uncertain to them, and they felt unable to take on risk given their current economic constraints.  

 

 

Figure 18 Mapping participants' likelihood to engage in ownership optimizing behaviours using the WfS concept as an 

action trigger using the B=MAT behaviour change framework 

 

Given this analysis, this research hypothesizes that the greatest opportunity for a behaviour shift toward 

ownership optimization lies in making probable and plausible futures of work easier to act upon. This involves 

providing and supporting workers with the resources, competencies, and skills necessary adopt new behaviours. 

Skilling-up workers and galvanizing commitment to change are posited as the most powerful sparks for 

behaviour change. Skilling-up means equipping workers with the skills and knowledge to begin to act toward 

enhanced ownership affirming the need for a more robust transition map and playbook contributed to by this 

work. Commitment is about moving toward a bigger change in incremental steps. This is enabled by building 
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on existing solutions, experimenting, and designing portfolio approaches to work that incrementally move 

further toward ownership. Initiatives that create group commitment or pledges to action are worthwhile future 

explorations to experiment with moving the needle on this lagging ease vector.   

Through primary design research, ownership's risks, costs, and benefits were articulated.  The research found 

that a shift toward ownership optimizing work arrangements involves short-term risk but is necessary for long-

term success given the challenges facing today’s workers. To mitigate the transitional risk, this research 

reiterates the need for the portfolio-based approach and uses the innovation ambition matrix as a distribution 

heuristic and conceptual framework for balancing risk and returns. This approach supports findings from co-

creation sessions with young workers in the Toronto area. Particularly the insight that new models of work 

offering agency-enhancing features without requiring high levels of risk and uncertainty are required to meet 

the needs of today’s workforce. Workers expressed a desire for freedom and economic autonomy (Radosevich & 

Fox, 2023) yet this desire was not matched by a willingness to take on the levels of risk and uncertainty 

typically associated with agency-enhancing work models like entrepreneurship and self-employment. 

Participants cited the perceived loss of security, in the form of lost health or social security benefits, and more 

uncertain returns as challenging barriers to overcome for new models of work. They felt that the cost of living 

placed immediate demands on them making it difficult or rendering them unable to consider alternatives.  

This finding was affirmed by workers’ self-reported decision-making frameworks: workers who participated in 

the research continued to select models that they perceive as antithetical to self-determination, agency, 

flexibility, and well-being due to their accessibility, reliability, and conventionality. This selection of the 

perceived safe option despite mounting factors indicating its growing lack of fit was revealed again in post-

session survey responses. Workers indicated that work-for-hire was losing its fit with modern lifestyles, 

particularly in a post-covid landscape they differentiated by values-led decision-making, inclinations toward 

entrepreneurial pursuits, and lessening amenability to command-and-control models among workers. Proven 

benefits of ownership for workers include improved workplace governance, more equitable work 

environments, greater voice in decision-making, lower rates of precarity during job cuts outsourcing and 

downturns, better job retention, higher pay, and benefits (Chen & Chen, 2021; Christensen et al., 2015; Dudley 

& Rouen, 2021; McCormick, 2022; Sareeta, 2020a).These outcomes are better aligned to the existing and 

growing vectors of workers' desires and the key levers for change this research has identified as critical for 

enhancing worker opportunity.  

This research supports the idea that barriers to adoption include an inflated sense of security around the 

normative model of labour exchange and a lack of awareness and actionability of alternatives. This perspective 

is supported by participant survey responses stating that “Wage labour offers to some extent the illusion of 

security and protection in life whereas work for stake appears loftier and less secure” and indicated they were 

“surprised to think about how the typical "9-5" corporate job could be as risky as a work-life where you have 

more agency.”  These findings suggest that there is an issue around a lack of compelling alternative narratives 

being communicated to workers that accurately frame risk and reward in a way that allows workers to clearly 

align their values, risk profiles, and desires to their approach to work. Furthermore, these findings indicate a 

need for future of work imaginaries like WfS to support workers in gaining exposure to the benefits of 

ownership, mitigating the risks in contextually appropriate ways using a portfolio-based approach, and making 

the transitional pathways clear and actionable so that workers can better select approaches to work that meet 

their multifaceted, individual needs.  
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Ownership Viability 

Expert working sessions and interviews elicited recommendations for how workers might gain ownership status 

and what interoperable, composable tools can help them achieve it. This research has determined that the 

journey from pre-ownership to ownership status is enabled by four key ownership value chains including 

residuals, royalties, tokens, and employee stock (see Figure 19). While royalties and residuals are not typically 

differentiated, they are distinct in that royalties are typically used in a variety of industries where ownership of 

intellectual property created or owned is licensed whereas residuals are more common in entertainment where 

ownership is exchanged for services rendered. Similarly, employee ownership was determined to be a broad 

category comprised of many subtly varied value chains such as Employee Share Ownership Trusts, Employee 

Stock Option Plans, Employee Stock Purchase Plans, and equity compensation. Selection is typically dependent 

on the size and ownership structure of the enterprise. Data ownership was determined to be a contested area, 

with multiple levels of data requiring ownership and various monetization strategies, such as royalties, 

licensing, and tokens, to realize the data's value. Given this, this research has determined that data is not an 

ownership value chain at this time.  

 

 

Figure 19 Ownership returns and value chain segments validated in expert working sessions 
 

Emerging technologies such as tokens and blockchain are likely to play an increasingly important role in 

enabling ownership opportunities and reshaping the ownership value chain. Tokens in particular, with their 

rich, frictionless, and low-barrier design space have the potential to become the primary representation of 

ownership in a digitally-native future, enabling other ownership value chains (McCormick, 2021). For instance, 

blockchain-based smart contracts and authentication could be used as the contracts and title-granting tools that 
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enable royalties. This shift in ownership opportunities shifts the question from ‘What ownership and stake-

supporting opportunities do emerging technologies enable?’, to ‘How will ownership opportunities be realized 

differently in digitally native interactions?’ 

These expert sessions also revealed key differences in optimal pathways for independent and self-employed 

workers. For independent workers, promising pathways suggested by experts include LLC/Sole Proprietorship, 

the Hollywood Teaming Model, the High-Skilled Worker, and DAOs (see Table 4). For employed workers, 

securing a position in a company with an established employee ownership plan, advocating for collective 

bargaining for profit sharing, and educating on bottom-line transparency are promising pathways (see Table 3). 

Table 3 Recommended Organizational Models for Employed Workers 

Organizational Model Description Potential Benefits 

Established Employee 

Ownership Plan 

Securing employment in a company that has an established employee ownership 

plan can be an effective pathway to a fair salary and building wealth. 

Fair salary, potential for building 

wealth 

Collective Bargaining for 

Profit Sharing 

Unions can focus on profit sharing as part of their collective bargaining policies, 

given that the concentration of wealth is creating declining returns to labor. They 

can leverage top-down incentives and take a light touch educational approach to 

begin and get stakeholders on-side. 

Potential for additional income 

from capital 

Advocacy for/Education 

on Bottom-Line 

Transparency 

Methods like open book accounting can shift the culture toward ownership and 

make employees more aware of how the business works and their role in driving 

key outcomes. 

Increased understanding of the 

business value chain and how to 

contribute to key outcomes 

 

Table 4 Recommended Organizational Models for Independent Workers 

Organizational Model Description Potential Benefits 

LLC/Sole 

Proprietorship 

Traditional small businesses are easy to start, low cost, and have legal structures already in 

place. They represent a simple path to owning an enterprise a worker could buy or sell. 

Automation has made it possible to become a billion-dollar solopreneur, meaning this model 

has high potential for strong returns. 

Easy to start, low cost, 

simple path to owning 

an enterprise 

‘Hollywood’ Teaming  

A team forms up to accomplish a specific task and deforms once that task has been completed, 

organized via trusted relationships. Practitioners of this model often use frameworks and tools 

like letter agreements, residuals, digital collaboration tools, and union structures as means to 

organize and share profits. 

Potential for profits 

from specific tasks 

The HSW (High-

Skilled Worker) 

High-skilled workers are in consistent and growing demand. They can negotiate for better 

work arrangements and have greater resilience, enabling them to build their own safety nets. 

However, the most in-demand skills are always shifting. 

Negotiation power, 

greater resilience, 

potential for building 

safety nets 

Part-Time DAOs 

(Decentralized 

Digital tools and tokens in DAOs have a number of applications that enhance coordination and 

collective effectiveness. The most successful types of DAOs are investment club-style groups of 

like-minded people who are somewhat interested but not committed full-time to an effort. 

Potential for enhanced 

coordination and 

collective effectiveness 
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Organizational Model Description Potential Benefits 

Autonomous 

Organizations) 

DAOs have a strong culture of anonymity and play, which has made designing for the right 

degree of commitment and getting people to do work a particular challenge to date. 

 

The success of various ownership models depends on the level of risk and how a worker structures their 

ownership portfolio. In the co-creation session with participants, they aligned their user stories to the returns 

on work that were generated in the session to create their own contextually desirable portfolios. The portfolios 

created by workers were largely low-moderate risk with some growth-driving components. These provide a 

starting point for other workers to think through the sorts of returns that might align with their desires 

(pictured in Figure 20).  
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Figure 20 WfS Continuum as innovation portfolio structuring framework including potential returns and sample portfolios 

generated by participants in the co-creation session 

Interestingly, While the models for independent and employed workers differ significantly, both models offer 

pathways to ownership. The organizational structure or model is the superstructure within which the 

consecutive steps to achieving ownership and securing owner status are executed (value chains). After 

synthesizing the insights from expert working sessions, there was no clear evidence that one model is more 

secure than the other. Rather, the balance of an ownership portfolio, the value chains therein, and individual 

context and desirability assessments will determine the best option for a given worker. Together these factors, 

insights, approaches, and the future of work concept provide a vision of the future and a map for making the 

transition.  
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Technical Feasibility 

Experts affirmed the technical feasibility of implementing an ownership value chain with existing technologies 

and tools and identified three key categories of a composable technology stack that might power ownership 

models and value chains. This stack is comprised of generative, financialization, and coordination tools (see 

Figure 21 for a visualization of the tech stack and related tools in each layer). Generative tools, such as 

generative AI, can automate processes and activities, increasing productivity and efficiency across all sectors, 

with potential for scalability in the future. However, the risk of intellectual property must be considered when 

taking co-generated materials to market. Financialization tools, such as the Ethereum lightning network, have 

the highest potential for enabling scalable and instant transactions, allowing for fractional ownership and no 

intermediaries. Experts suggest iterating on new go-to-market models for goods and services created in 

partnership with generative tools. Coordination tools, including smart contracts, attention and governance 

tokens, and digital coordination and collaboration tools, can make governance and coordination easier, but 

traditional politicking and lobbying still play a role. Research is necessary to determine how to structure 

projects, communities, and enterprises that reward participants for the value they contribute. It is important to 

note that building with new and increasingly powerful tools and technologies does not preclude the use of 

existing ones. The creator economy is a particularly vital example of web2 technology stacks that, while not 

optimized for ownership, underpin viable economic models for independent workers (see Figure 22 for an 

example). Blending existing and emerging tools is likely the most feasible pathway toward robust technical 

infrastructures. 

 

Figure 21 Emerging technology stack for enabling ownership experimentation with interoperable, composable online tools 
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Figure 22 Example of creator economy horizontal and vertical technology stacks to illustrate how already familiar tools are 

composable and can generate new models and unlock new ways of working (McCormick, 2021) 

 

Advancing Worker-Led Experimentation Toward Better Futures  

The DVF criteria and solution scan are critical inputs to the playbook for worker-led experimentation. The 

DVF (of which this is a version 1 with expected future iterations), completed through primary research with 

workers and experts in the domains of labour, emerging technology, innovation, and ownership translates 

insights into actionable criteria for each key category: desirability, feasibility, and viability (see Table 5 for the full criteria 

readout). The solution scan builds on the key findings that informed the WfS concept and provides a starting point for 

ideation through a list of high-potential categories and a supporting list of examples for each (see  

 

Table 6 for details). Together, these tools can help workers begin to plan and evaluate experimentation toward 

ownership-based models for work and increase the odds of success by providing research-informed guardrails. 

The DVF criteria requires testing and application to worker experimentation to validate and further refine to 

ensure effectiveness as a tool but offers a good starting point; one which represents a synthesis of the findings of 

this research. The criteria, solution starters, WfS concept, innovation ambition matrix, ownership value chains, 

returns on work, theory of behaviour change, and additional appendix materials including initial insights on 

ownership cultures and incentives represent the contributions of this research to a nascent playbook for 

worker-led experimentation and ownership.  

Table 5 Table 8 DVF Framework Prioritization Guide for Workers Developing WfS Solutions 

Desirability Criteria Feasibility Criteria Viability Criteria 

Financial Security & Stability: Does this solution 

provide financial stability and security for 

workers? 

Generative Creation: Does this solution 

leverage generative technologies that enhance 

ease and speed of creation? 

Wealth Generation: Does this solution have 

the potential for wealth generation for 

workers? 

Physical & Emotional Wellbeing: Does this 

solution prioritize the physical and emotional 

wellbeing of workers? 

Decentralized Coordination: Does this solution 

leverage decentralized communication tools 

that enable scale? 

Meaning: Does this solution enhance 

meaningful work and opportunities for 

workers? 

Autonomy & Control Over Life Choices: Does 

this solution empower workers with autonomy 

and control over their life choices? 

Secure Monetization: Does this solution build 

on reasonably secure and future-proof financial 

tools and infrastructures that enhance keep-

rates and flexibility at scale? 

Culture of Care: Does this solution foster a 

culture of care and support around workers? 
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Desirability Criteria Feasibility Criteria Viability Criteria 

Growth Potential: Does this solution support the 

potential for growth and development of 

workers? 

 

Competitive Infrastructure: Does this 

solution align to a competitive infrastructure 

that will enable workers to sustainably 

improve outcomes? 

  

Convenience & Ease: Is this solution 

convenient and easy for workers to 

implement and use? 

  

Education & Knowledge: Does this solution 

provide opportunities for knowledge-

building for workers? 

  

Aligned Expectations: Are the expectations 

of workers and the solution aligned with 

each other? 

  

Appropriate Degree of Personal 

Responsibility: Does this solution require a 

realistic degree of personal responsibility 

from workers? 

  

Balance between short-term and long-term 

benefits: Does this solution strike a balance 

between short-term and long-term benefits 

for workers? 

 

 

Table 6 High Potential Solution-Spaces for Realizing a Work for Stake Future 

Solution Space Description Examples 

Data Enabled Micro-

Financialization 

Digitalization renders granular actions into data points. Web3 protocols allow 

data to be packaged into tradeable instruments while preserving access rights. 

Workers may find scalable income generators and access to reliable work. 

Such work could increase agency and control while also generating valuable 

future skills in digital asset creation and monetization (Antaraxia, 2022). 

• Dust protocol (DeGods 

utility token) 

• Ethereum Proof of Stake 

• Decentralized Exchanges 

e.g., Uniswap & Sushiswap 

Low Barrier Composable 

Tools & Platforms 

Open-source tools are the foundation of composability, the ability to mix and 

match software components. Workers can create scalable income generators 

and whole businesses that previously would have required many experts, 

simply, quickly, and with a staff of one, even with low or no code (Dixon, 

2021; Xie, 2021) 

• Personal AI  

• Digital Wallets as a service 

• Smart Contracts 

• Token gating 

• Composite protocols or 

tokens like Yearn or 

Element 

• NFTs & the Loot ecosystem 
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Solution Space Description Examples 

Self-Organizing Peer-to-

Peer & Ecosystem 

Connector 

Enhancing competitive value and security can be achieved through self-

organization toward the end of sharing. Coevolving capabilities around a 

shared set of technologies, knowledge, or skills, and working cooperatively 

and competitively can enable the development of new innovations and 

enterprises. Connecting nodes without the need for central authority or 

governing bodies mitigates outsourcing risks (Anderson & Rainie, 2022; 

Forbes Expert Panel, 2021b; Schneider, 2018; Taddeo, 2016) 

• Brain Trusts 

• Co-Skilling 

• Mentorship & Networking 

• Mutual Aid 

• Micro-Lending 

• Agile Teams 

Personal Value 

Awareness & 

Amplification 

Reflection and self-awareness are essential to build a clear value proposition 

that makes workers relevant to the projects and goals that others seek to 

realize. This principle generates security through positive perception and 

virtuous cycles of value creation that act as an attractor for opportunity 

(Edwards, 2020; Glassdoor Team, 2021; Quast, 2016; Staats, 2021) 

• Visibility 

• Shareability 

• Value-Led Digital Identity  

• Strengths-Led Strategy 

Continuous Learning 

Processes & 

Environments 

Intensifying skill requirements and rapid technological change require the 

implementation of continuous learning processes and environments essential 

to self-generating opportunities and informing adaptive strategies with the 

additional benefit of generating expertise (Forbes Expert Panel, 2021; Gallo, 

2012; Zaaijer, 2020) 

• Sensing & Scanning 

• Sandboxes 

Diversification 

Compensating for negative wage growth and growing financial precarity 

necessitates a portfolio approach to employment. Mitigating risk by spreading 

investments or income generation across different asset classes, industries, or 

sources whether those sources are active or passive generators of income 

(Coursera, 2023; Keenan, 2022; Matthews, 2021; Side Hustle Stack, n.d.) 

• Passive Income 

• Side Hustles 

• Contracts 

• Long-term Employment 

 

Conclusion  

This project was designed as a co-creative exploration to validate the hypothesis that worker-led 

experimentation with interoperable digital ownership tools can lead to worker-centred innovations that 

increase worker stake within the enterprises for which they generate value, answering the core question, “How 

might workers use composable online tools to enable ownership-driven change?” Using the fields of labour, 

innovation, emerging technologies, and ownership the goal was to:  

1. clearly articulate the ownership opportunity and facilitate a paradigm shift through the introduction of 

a new future of work imaginary  

2. advance a nascent digital ownership playbook through the contribution of tools and frameworks that 

enable successful worker-led experimentation  

3. outline clear strategies and tactics for ownership-optimizing behaviours and actions to map the 

pathway for a transition from the current, normative state of work (low freedom, low security) toward 

a better future for workers (high freedom, greater security)  

By contributing these components to the conversation around digital ownership and the future of work this 

research sought to enable behaviour change by reducing friction and increasing motivation to act so that 

workers could more feasibly improve their lived experience and work-based outcomes. 
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In summary, this work has determined that there is a high likelihood that composable online tools spanning the 

core work-enabling functions of coordination, financialization, and generative capabilities can enable 

ownership; Particularly when strategically paired with contextually optimized models for work and a portfolio 

of ownership value chains and other returns on work that match worker desirability criteria and risk profiles. 

However, further experimentation and validation are required to understand if these theoretical criteria and 

recommendations bear out in practice. 

As individuals look to scale and collaborate, additional research will be required to determine how to structure 

projects, communities, and enterprises that reward participants for the value they contribute at multiple scales: 

individual, small group, and large enterprise. Groups like 'Exit to Community' are exploring stakeholder 

involvement and value capture models as an alternative to shareholder and founder supremacy models. While 

wider distribution may result in dilution of existing value share and decreased decision-making speed, tools that 

align incentives, build strong cultures, and automate operational components can enhance the value created, 

grow the bottom line, increase the meaningfulness of work, and create more sustainable and economically 

viable enterprises. 

To advance this work, validate assumptions, and determine whether findings generated from a small sample set 

are generalizable some key next steps have been outlined here.  Experiments with workers using playbook 

materials must be conducted to determine whether they work in practice. Insights around behavioural shifts 

should be replicated with larger sample sizes. The work for stake concept should be refined and retested with a 

larger set of workers to determine whether it is effective for increasing motivation to act and creates an 

increased perception around ease of action. DVF findings should be validated with a broader sample size of 

practitioners to determine their broader accuracy.  

Additional themes of intellectual property, top-down and bottom-up incentives, as well as key qualities of 

ownership enabling cultures came up in the research. These were out of scope for this research paper but are 

interesting areas for further exploration in adjacent areas to support the development of this domain and related 

ideas. 

As generative AI and large language models (LLMs) rapidly take hold of the marketplace and loom 

threateningly in the workplace, research like this will be important in instilling hope and finding viable 

pathways in an unprecedented time in the intersection between emerging technology and the labour market. It 

is the hope of this researcher to socialize key findings with thinkers, practitioners, and workers contending 

with ideas, realities, and shifts in this space to continue to evolve the work for stake dialogue, experiments, and 

findings.   
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Appendices  

Appendix A:  Ownership Benefits Summary Table  

 

Benefits to Workers Benefits to Organizations Source 

Improved workplace governance Aligned incentives Sareeta, 2020b 

More equitable work environment Higher productivity 

Employee Ownership 

Foundation, 2020 

Greater voice in decision-making Higher growth Dudley & Rouen, 2021 

Improved workplace health and safety Improved workplace health and safety Dudley & Rouen, 2021 

Lower rates of precarity due to job cuts and outsourcing 

during downturns  Dudley & Rouen, 2021 

Better job retention Long-term enterprise survival 

Organizational 

Imaginaries, 2021 

Higher pay and benefits Higher wages and net worth McCormick, 2022 

Prototype new models for work 

 

Christensen et al., 2015 

Earlier stage ownership for participants in value creation Boosting user loyalty 

The Ownership 

Economy, 2022 

Jumpstarting growth Creating richer ecosystems of projects and contributors 

The Ownership 

Economy, 2022 
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Appendix B:  Recruitment 

 

A set of insights, desirability, and adoption criteria were informed by a co-creation session with young (under 

35) knowledge/creative-sector workers in the Greater Toronto Area, with a self-expressed interest in digital 

economies and reimagining futures of work. This group was selected based on the following criteria and 

rationale: 

• Age: this work focuses on young workers given their increased likelihood to be shaping and defining 

their work lives. This research defines young as under 35 to ensure a broad spread of early to mid-

career life phases and stages. 

• Location: The workshop was held in person in a Toronto-based research lab. It was imperative that 

workers be able to attend in person to contribute. As such, only participants within the GTHA (Greater 

Toronto & Hamilton Area) were recruited.  

• Interest Profile: Participants were recruited from communities and groups with a demonstrated 

interest in alternative forms of employment and digital economies. Given the co-creative nature of the 

session is was important that participants had some prior exposure to the themes covered by the session 

to ensure valuable outcomes. 

• Institutional Affiliation: The research lab and thesis project are associated with OCAD University. As 

such, university-related channels were used for recruitment given the strong correlation with 

recruiting criteria. Given this, a large number of participants are also affiliated with the institution. 
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Appendix C:  Intake Survey Questions 
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Appendix D:  Menti In-Session Survey Inputs & Outputs 
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Appendix E:  Post-Session Survey Questions & Responses 

 

Two weeks after the session, a follow-up survey comprised of 5 questions was sent out using 

Microsoft Forms. The goal of the survey was to elicit sustained perceptions around key session 

concepts and to understand whether there were any shifts from incoming to the workshop, outgoing 

from the workshop, and 2 weeks post-session. The survey questions posed were as follows: 

• ‘Do you believe wage labour is losing its relevancy or fit with modern lifestyles and society? 

Why?’  

• ‘What do you think could replace wage labour in the future?’  

• ‘What new possibilities or models do you see for yourself or others?’   

• ‘Do you have any difficulties imagining a work for stake future? why or why not?’   

• ‘What questions remain since the workshop? What thoughts were you left with?’   
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Appendix F:  User Story Cards 
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Appendix G:  Return on Work Cards 
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Appendix H:  WfS Continuum Activity 
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Appendix I:  Archetypes of the Future Activity 
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Appendix J:  Returns on Work Analysis 

 

Return on 

Work 
Description Transferability 

Inclusion in 

Governance 

Economic 

Benefit 

Legal 

Recognition 
Return Value 

Growth 

Potential 

Education & 

Training 

Skills and knowledge 

increase value and access to 

opportunities to be a 

contributor 

L M H L Skills Linear 

Titles & 

Status 

Form of social capital that 

increases access to 

opportunity 

L L H M Status Exponential 

Experience & 

Exposure 

Skills and knowledge 

increase value and access to 

opportunities to be a 

contributor 

L M H L 
Skills, 

Network 
Exponential 

Sense of 

Community 

Belonging translates into 

community support 
L M M L Network Exponential 

Vote 
Voice can be leveraged to 

redistribute power 
L H L M Voice Linear 

Union Rights 
Advocacy generates 

improved conditions 
L H L L 

Voice, 

Network 
Exponential 

Health 

Coverage 

Access to affordable care 

enhances health and 

wellbeing 

L L M M 
Wellbeing or 

Survival 
Linear 

Meals & 

Basic Needs 

Basic sustenance enables 

sustainable survival 
L H M L 

Wellbeing or 

Survival 
Linear 

Access to 

Credit 

Access to capital in the form 

of debt 
L L M H Capital Exponential 

Employee 

Stock 

Share in a company that can 

be sold 
H M H H Capital Exponential 

Barter 
1:1 exchange of goods or 

services 
H H M L 

Product or 

Service 
Linear 

Tokens 
Shares in a project or 

enterprise 
H M/H H H 

Network, 

Capital 
Exponential 

Royalties 

Fees paid per unit to holders 

of patent or authorship 

rights 

M M/H H H Capital 

Exponential 
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Appendix K:  Expert Miro Board 
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Appendix L:  Value Chains 
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Appendix M:  Incentives & Disincentives for Ownership 

 

Bottom-Up 

Incentives Disincentives 

Wealth - shared ownership generates profit Lack of competitive infrastructure 

Meaning - a sense of investment and engagement Convenience and ease of other models 

Culture of care - investment in team success Lack of knowledge about pathways to ownership 

Few short-term payouts - ongoing incentives Misaligned expectations 

Responsibility - shared accountability Risk profile and feasibility for all workers 

No guarantee - some degree of risk 

 

 

Top-Down 

Incentives Disincentives 

Mega tax incentives - increased deductions for profit sharing Path dependency - tendency to continue with current system 

Political influencers - support from influential politicians Control and stability - reluctance to dilute ownership 

Healthier businesses - growth and value from shared ownership Higher sale profits - larger fees from selling to big corps 

Personal mission - implementing ownership for inclusive values Lack of knowledge about employee ownership structures 

Financing succession - solving a problem for employers  
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Appendix M:  Culture Insights 

 

Culture is also crucial to the success of ownership transitions, and experts suggest that establishing a culture 

before implementing an ownership transition is critical to success, particularly within complex human 

enterprises like work. Through expert interviews this work found that norm and expectation setting prior to 

transitioning to ownership are critical success factors. 

New Belgium Brewing provides an example. The company started off with royalties and transitioned to 

employee stock to affirm and emphasize what was already happening both financially and culturally within the 

company where they had established a profit-sharing and participatory workplace culture. A few years later the 

company was acquired by a large conglomerate and the money went to the workers. Rather than the typical 

fear that permeates an organization during acquisition, it was a time to celebrate. 

By contrast, token drops in DAOs (Decentralized autonomous organizations), have struggled in this regard. 

When popular crypto projects have facilitated a token drop, they’ve been mobbed by people trying to extract 

value. With thousands of members in Discord (a VoIP and instant messaging social platform), it is difficult to 

bound the community. The lesson here is that things get messy when shared ownership is not a natural 

extension and outgrowth of what is already happening in a community.  

Workers looking to transition should consider how they might embed ownership ethos and enabling practices 

within their existing work arrangements. However, ownership alone is not sufficient for a business to be 

successful, and education and awareness-building initiatives are necessary to promote the adoption of 

ownership structures for both top-down and bottom-up actors. Shifting to ownership for workers requires an 

eyes-wide-open approach to work, where key daily activities are directly linked to the bottom line and key 

decisions are made transparently. This represents a shift in perspective from "employer as protector or provider" 

to “employer as partner.” The loss of the sense of being taken care of or an illusion of job security can be painful 

for workers who may have previously bought into this myth. Companies that have successfully implemented 

ownership programs balance short-term and long-term rewards, optimize company culture for ownership by 

shifting expectations and norms (ideally proactively), and making clear links between daily activities and 

company success. 
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